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Abstract

Statistical network methods have grown increasingly popular in the social sciences.
However, like other nonlinear probability models, statistical network model parameters
can only be identified to a scale and cannot be compared between groups or models fit
to the same network. This study addresses these issues by developing methods for me-
diation and moderation analyses in exponential random graph models (ERGM). It first
discusses ERGM as an autologistic regression to illustrate that ERGM estimates can
be affected by unobserved heterogeneity. Second, it develops methods for mediation
analysis for both discrete and continuous mediators. Third, it provides recommenda-
tions and methods for interpreting interactions in ERGM. Finally, it considers scenarios
where interactions are implicated in mediation analysis. The methodological discussion
is accompanied with empirical applications and extensions to other classes of statistical
network models are discussed.
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Statistical network models have grown increasingly popular in the social sciences. Ad-

vances in statistical network modeling over the past 15 years have been credited with moving

social network studies beyond descriptions of local and global structure into the realm of

inferential analysis (Snijders, 2011). Unlike generalized linear models (GLM), which assume

independent and identically distributed data, statistical network models possess the unique

ability to obtain unbiased estimates for endogenous network effects. The ability to parse out

endogeneity in graph statistics allows researchers to evaluate widely-cited theoretical mod-

els of the generative properties of social networks (e.g., Coleman, 1990; Granovetter, 1973).

Indeed, statistical network models have been applied to test theories of racial boundaries

(Wimmer and Lewis, 2010), gang violence (Papachristos, Hureau, and Braga, 2013), and the

influence of cultural tastes on network selection (Lewis and Kaufman, 2018).

Despite the growing popularity of statistical network models in the social sciences, method-

ologies for parameter inference have not kept pace with model development. Particularly,

parameters cannot be compared between groups or models fit to the same network. Because

the most popular statistical network models are nonlinear probability models (see Frank

and Strauss, 1986; Snijders, 2001),1 parameters are only identifiable to a scale. When the

scale changes between models fit to the same data, differences in coefficients cannot be com-

pared between models or interpreted as evidence of mediation (Hayes and Preacher, 2010;

Mackinnon and Dwyer, 1993). When the scale is different between groups, coefficients for

interactions and their z-statistics are often biased and cannot be interpreted as evidence of

moderation (Allison, 1999; Long and Mustillo, 2018; Mustillo, Landerman, and Land, 2012;

Williams, 2009). While these issues are well-known in GLM (see Allison, 1999; Mackinnon

and Dwyer, 1993), methods for mediation and moderation analyses have yet to be developed

for statistical network models. Consequently, conclusions in the current research literature

related to indirect pathways and interactions have been reached without proper assessment.

Although methods have not been developed for mediation and moderation analysis in

1An example of a linear statistical network model is the network autocorrelation model applied to a
continuous outcome.
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statistical network models, network scholars are often interested in assessing mediation and

moderation. Researchers typically compare coefficients between models to determine whether

a variable of interest has an indirect effect on an outcome through some mediating pathway

or whether including a variable changes the strength of an empirical association. Examples

in the applied literature include assessing whether endogenous network processes explain

the effect of some exogenous covariate, like spatial proximity (Papachristos and Bastomski,

2018; Papachristos et al., 2013) or homophily (Goodreau, Kitts, and Morris, 2009). Likewise,

between group comparisons are of interest when researchers want to assess whether the effect

of a variable differs across levels of a moderator. A widely cited example is selective sorting

in mating and friendship networks, where a potential friend or mate is more appealing if

they are similar to a person on certain characteristics, like race or income (Lewis, 2013;

McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook, 2001; Wimmer and Lewis, 2010).

This study develops methods for assessing mediation and moderation in statistical net-

work models with a focus on exponential random graph models (ERGM), though the methods

proposed here can be extended to any parametric statistical network model with valid pre-

dictions. The first section casts ERGM as a nonlinear probability model and introduces the

problem of unobserved heterogeneity. The second section develops strategies for mediation

analysis in ERGM. In the third section, the problem of moderation is outlined and methods

are proposed for improving the interpretation of interactions. The fourth section examines

special cases when an interaction is either a direct effect or mediator in mediation analyses.

The methods are applied to revisit the question of whether friendships form due to shared

attributes or triadic structure (e.g., Goodreau et al., 2009).2

1 Unobserved Heterogeneity in ERGM

ERGMs are a class of statistical network models that represent network (graph) probabilities

with the exponential family random graph distribution. Common ERGM formulations are

2Reproducible R code to carry out the empirical examples is provided in the Supplementary Materials.
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Erdos-Renyi models (Erdos and Renyi, 1959), dyad independence (p1) models (Holland and

Leinhardt, 1981), Markov graph models (Frank and Strauss, 1986), and curved-family mod-

els (Hunter, 2007; Snijders, Pattison, Robins, and Handcock, 2006). In most applications,

ERGMs are used to represent some kind of dyadic dependence structure (e.g., Markov or

curved ERGMs) when modeling tie probabilities in binary cross-sectional networks, though

extensions to dynamic and weighted networks exist (Desmarais and Cranmer, 2012b; Han-

neke, Fu, and Xing, 2010; Krivitsky, 2012).

Most current implementations represent ERGM with the joint form of the model (Besag,

1974; Frank and Strauss, 1986; Geyer and Thompson, 1992; Snijders, 2002). Given a network

Y with yij ties connecting actors i and j, ERGM estimates the probability of observing Y

as a function of exogenous actor level characteristics x and sufficient graph statistics z(y).

The joint form of an ERGM has the following probability mass function:

Pr(Y = y|z(y), x) =
exp(θT (z(y), x))

κ(θ)
, (1)

where θ is the parameter vector and κ(θ) =
∑
exp(θT (z(y), x))′ is a normalizing constant

representing all possible network configurations for a network of the same size. Due to the

intractability of κ(θ) in most networks of interest, the denominator is typically approximated

using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling (Geyer and Thompson, 1992; Snijders,

2002), where a large distribution of possible networks are simulated and randomly sampled

to asymptotically approximate the covariance matrix.3 If the Markov chain has reached

equilibrium, the MCMC likelihood estimator is equivalent to the likelihood estimator for the

conditional tie probabilities. Parameters are thus interpretable as the increase/decrease in

log-odds of an ij tie given a one unit change in a focal covariate effect.4

3This is the Geyer-Thompson approach, which uses a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and is the most
widely applied strategy. Another common estimation algorithm is stochastic approximation (Snijders, 2002),
which uses smaller random MCMC samples and more frequent updating.

4The endogenous ERGM parameters corresponding to z(y) also have a macro-level interpretation, but
this is rarely used in applied sociological research. I refer the reader to Block, Stadtfeld, and Snijders (2019)
or Lusher, Koskinen, and Robins (2013) for a discussion of the macro-level properties of ERGMs.
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Perhaps because most ERGMs are estimated using the joint form of the model, ERGM

is less frequently discussed as a nonlinear probability model than it was when the statistical

properties of ERGM were first derived (see Holland and Leinhardt, 1981; Wasserman and

Patterson, 1996). A well-known issue in nonlinear probability models is unobserved het-

erogeneity, where coefficients can only be identified to a scale. Unobserved heterogeneity

renders coefficients non-comparable between models fit to the same data (Karlson, Holm,

and Breen, 2012; Mackinnon and Dwyer, 1993; Winship and Mare, 1983) and biases inter-

action coefficients (Allison, 1999; Mood, 2010). These issues are also present in ERGM but

typically go unaddressed.

Consider the tie variable yij, where yij = 1 if i and j are connected and yij = 0 otherwise.

ERGM can be written as an autologistic regression using the conditional form of the model

(Holland and Leinhardt, 1981; Strauss and Ikeda, 1990),

p̂ij
1− p̂ij

=
Pr(Yij = 1|X = x, Y−ij = yij)

Pr(Yij = 0|X = x, Y−ij = y−ij)
= exp(θTendogenousδ

+
ij(y) + θTexogenous(xij)), (2)

with conditional tie probability

p̂ij =
exp(θTendogenousδ

+
ij(y) + θTexogenous(xij))

1 + exp(θTendogenousδ
+
ij(y) + θTexogenous(xij))

, (3)

where δ+
ij is the change in parameterized graph statistic when a focal tie yij is toggled

from 0 to 1. Autologistic regression earns its name by employing the same functional form

as a logistic regression (Besag, 1972), but is distinct from logistic regression in that tie

variables are treated as conditional on the entire graph structure and are not assumed to

be independent.5 A large statistical and methodological literature details the inferential

difficulties that arise when using a logistic functional form to model latent probabilities

5Special dyad independent cases of ERGM reduce to logistic regression (Holland and Leinhardt, 1981), and
some ERGMs are estimated as Firth models or logistic mixed models (Box-Steffensmeier, Christenson, and
Morgan, 2018; van Duijn, Gile, and Handcock, 2009; van Duijn, Snijders, and Zijlstra, 2004). These models
are infrequently used in practice, however, as pseudolikelihood and penalized pseudolikelihood estimates
suffer from known biases in models with complex dependence structure.
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(Allison, 1999; Cramer, 2007; Karlson et al., 2012; Mackinnon and Dwyer, 1993; Mood,

2010).

Because tie probabilities are not observed directly, they are predicted with unknown error.

Following convention in the literature on logistic regression (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000;

Long, 1997), we can write the latent data generating model as a function of model terms. For

the purposes of simplicity, we use the more compact notation X to denote all model terms,

whether endogenous change statistics or exogenous covariate effects. The latent model can

be written,

Y ∗ = αTX + τε (4)

where Y ∗ is the latent propensity of observing an ij tie that is greater than zero if yij = 1

and is less than or equal to zero if yij = 0. α is the latent parameter vector and ε is the

latent error. Since ε is unmeasured and unknown, we must assume some distribution for the

error or the model cannot be estimated. In logistic probability models, we assume that ε is

a logistic random variable with a mean of zero and a fixed variance of π2

3
≈ 3.29. The scale

τ relates the assumed logistic distribution of ε to the true error distribution of the latent

linear model.

The invariance of ε is the cause of problems related to unobserved heterogeneity in ERGM.

To see this, we can write the equivalence of the latent and observed models as (see Allison,

1999):

θTX =
αTX

τ
(5)

and the equivalence of model parameters as: θ = α/τ . Because ε is invariant, the inclusion

of a new model term changes the value of τ and, by extension, the values of θ. When

the new model term is a strong predictor, the change in τ will typically be substantial

(Karlson et al., 2012). We can obtain an equivalent result for any network model where the

error distribution is both unknown and invariant. Unobserved heterogeneity is therefore a

problem in any statistical network model that can be represented as a nonlinear probability
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model. This includes stochastic actor-oriented models (SAOM), relational event models,

dynamic actor-event models, and both dynamic and generalized ERGMs.

Since we do not know the value of τ , we cannot determine whether change in coefficient

size and significance between models and groups results from mediation, moderation, or

unobserved heterogeneity. Unobserved heterogeneity has been the topic of sustained research

programs for mediation and moderation analyses in nonlinear probability models (Allison,

1999; Hayes and Preacher, 2010; Long and Mustillo, 2018; Mackinnon and Dwyer, 1993;

Mustillo et al., 2012; Williams, 2009; Winship and Mare, 1983). However these issues have

yet to be addressed in network analysis.

2 Mediation

Network analysts are often interested in mediation when they seek to identify through what

pathways network processes influence various outcomes. Researchers may also conduct me-

diation analysis when they are interested in quanitfying the degree of confounding between

two variables. Common examples include when researchers want to identify whether network

processes explain the direct effect of some actor-level, dyadic, or spatial phenomenon. For

instance, Schaefer, Kornienko, and Fox (2011) used SAOM to assess whether the mechanism

that explains the positive effect of depression homophily on tie probabilities in adolescent

friendship networks is preferential attachment, avoidance, or withdrawal. Melamed, Harrell,

and Simpson (2018) conducted an experiment to assess whether network dynamics promote

cooperation in economic games directly by excluding defectors or indirectly by conferring

reputation. Papachristos et al. (2013) applied ERGM to assess whether transitive structures

explain the positive effect of spatial proximity on shootings in a gang violence network.

Four pathways are involved in mediation analysis (see Baron and Kenny, 1986). These are

displayed in the directed acyclic graph in Figure 1, where X is a direct effect or antecedent,6

6In the literature on mediation analysis, X is often referred to as an exogenous variable and M as
endogenous to the X pathway. I avoid this language to reduce confusion with the use of exogenous and
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Figure 1: Pathways for mediation analysis.
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Y is an outcome variable, and M is the mediator. β is the total effect of X on Y . The cyclical

figure decomposes β into its composite parts, where βp is the partial or direct effect of X

on Y , ψ is the effect of X on M , and γ is the effect of M on Y . The indirect effect of X on

Y is the portion of β which is explained by M . The indirect effect is traditionally measured

using either the difference in coefficients β − βp (Judd and Kenny, 1981), or the product

of coefficients ψγ (Sobel, 1986). While the two calculations are equivalent in linear models

(Mackinnon, Warsi, and Dwyer, 1995), the product of coefficients is more frequently used

in practice because unobserved heterogeneity problematizes the difference in coefficients in

nonlinear probability models (Mackinnon and Dwyer, 1993; Mackinnon, Lockwood, Brown,

and Wang, 2007).

2.1 Problems posed by network data

Network data present important difficulties for measuring the indirect effect. The most

common approach for assessing mediation in ERGM is to use the differences in coefficients.

In the first model, an ERGM is specified without M . In the second model, M is included. If

the parameter for X changes in size or significance, it is interpreted as mediation. However,

change in significance, in itself, is not necessarily statistically significant (Gelman and Stern,

2006). Because differences in coefficient size can result from variation in τ , the change in

coefficient size is cannot be attributed to mediation or confounding.

endogenous in network analysis, where an endogenous variable refers to statistics computed on the graph
structure.
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The product of coefficients is also usually unavailable. To obtain a point estimate for ψ,

researchers typically regress M on X with a linear or generalized linear model, where the

coefficient for X is the point estimate for ψ. If a researcher does the same with network data

the ψ coefficient will typically be biased because GLMs are inappropriate for representing

network data with non-trivial dependence structure.7 This is a particularly problematic

issue because most current methods for mediation analysis either calculate the product of

coefficients (Barrett, Cruz, and Lockhart, 2019; Breen, Karlson, and Holm, 2013; Hayes and

Preacher, 2010; Mackinnon and Dwyer, 1993; Sobel, 1982; VanderWeele, 2011) or require a

model of the ψ pathway to compute the difference in coefficients (Imai, Tingley, and Keele,

2010; Karlson et al., 2012; Mackinnon et al., 2007).

2.2 Comparisons of average marginal effects

An alternative to comparing coefficients between models is to compare average marginal

effects (AMEs). While coefficients can only be identified to a scale in nonlinear probability

models, changes in τ do not affect expectations (Long, 1997; Long and Mustillo, 2018).8

The use of AMEs as a framework for comparing coefficients between nonlinear probability

models fit to the same data has been discussed in several places (Barrett et al., 2019; Hayes

and Preacher, 2010; Karlson et al., 2012; Wooldridge, 2002). The method can be applied

to evaluate mediation with discrete and continuous mediators and to assess joint mediation

with little modification. Moreover, since it relies on postestimation, it can be translated to

any parametric statistical network model with valid predictions.

The marginal effect for a variable is the expected increase in tie probability when the

variable increases by 1. For a continuous variable, we define the marginal effect with respect

7If any variable is an endogenous graph statistic, GLM parameters will be biased because the model is
not dyad independent. If no variable is an endogenous graph statistic, then GLM estimates will only be
unbiased if the underlying data generating process is truly dyad independent. Otherwise, GLM parameters
will suffer from omitted variable bias because of unmeasured structural effects, which biases even model
parameters that are uncorrelated with the omitted variable in nonlinear probability models (Mood, 2010).

8Expectations can be affected by unobserved heterogeneity if the logistic formulation of the model is not
a good representation of tie probabilities. However, Cramer (2007) shows that average marginal effects are
remarkably robust even in these circumstances.
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to X as its partial derivative,

MEij
θx

= θx
δp̂ij
δXij

. (6)

For binary variables, the partial derivative is equivalent to the difference in tie probabilities

when X changes from 0 to 1. The superscript ij indexes that all dyads in the ERGM sample

space have a marginal effect.

The average marginal effect (AME) of X is the mean marginal effect; that is, the average

change in tie probability given a one unit increase in X:

AMEθx = θx
1

n
Σij=1

δp̂ij
δXij

=
Σij=1MEij

θx

n
, (7)

where n is the number of dyads in the ERGM sample space. In linear models, the AMEs are

equivalent to regression coefficients. Standard errors are obtained with the Delta method

(see Agresti, 2002). The covariance matrix for the AMEs is the crossproduct DθΩ̂θD
T
θ , where

Dθ is the Jacobian matrix or gradient of the AMEs and Ω̂θ is the covariance matrix of the

ERGM estimator.

Since the ψ pathway is usually unavailable in ERGM, we compute the indirect effect from

the difference in AMEs. We define the two models required for mediation analysis as nested

ERGMs:

1 :log(
p̂

1− p̂
) = θxX + θTz Z

2 :log(
p̂

1− p̂
) = θpxX + θmM + θTz Z,

where Z is a set of controls. The indirect effect is the change in AME between models:

AMEindirect
θx = AMEθx − AMEθpx . (8)

The interpretation for the indirect effect is the average marginal effect of X explained by
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M , or the average change in tie probability indirectly attributable to the direct effect through

a mediating pathway. To assess significance, we test the null hypothesisH0 :AMEindirect
θx

= 0.

An appealing property of this measure is that AMEθx is equal to the sum of the indirect and

partial effects, which is not usually true in mediation analyses in nonlinear probability models

(Mackinnon, 2008; Mackinnon et al., 2007). The total effect is AMEθpx + AMEindirect
θx

=

AMEθx . The proportion mediated is 1−
AME

θ
p
x

AMEθx
.

A common strategy for estimating the standard error for the indirect effect is to use

bootstrap resampling (Barrett et al., 2019; Bollen and Stine, 1990; Hayes and Preacher,

2010), which involves sampling from the data, re-estimating the model, and calculating the

indirect AME a very large number of times. Since model run-times are often restrictive in

ERGM, bootstrapping will scale poorly to large networks, high dimensional models, and

curved ERGMs with complex dependence structures. Instead, Delta standard errors can be

calculated for the indirect effect. We obtain the standard error for the indirect effect using

the Variance Sum Law:

σ(AMEindirect
θx ) =

√
V ar(AMEθx) + V ar(AMEθpx)− 2Cov(AMEθx , AMEθpx), (9)

where the variances are Delta method estimates. Because the standard errors for θx and

θpx are obtained from distinct covariance matrices, we cannot use the crossproduct of the

Jacobian matrix to obtain the covariance between AMEθx and AMEθpx . Instead, we calculate

the covariance from the correlation between marginal effects and the Delta standard errors for

each AME: Cov(AMEθx , AMEθpx) = Corr(MEij
θx
,MEij

θpx
) ·σ(AMEθx) ·σ(AMEθpx). Since the

difference in coefficients is equivalent to the product of coefficients and AMEs are equivalent

to coefficients in linear regression, this method reduces to a Sobel test if applied to a linear

model (see Sobel, 1982). It can therefore be regarded as Sobel-type test of the indirect

effect.9

9The Sobel test has been critiqued for providing conservative standard errors in small sample spaces with
fewer than roughly 200 observations, where the assumption of asymptotic normality is often violated (Bollen
and Stine, 1990; Mackinnon, 2008; Mackinnon, Lockwood, and Williams, 2004). Since the dyad sample space
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An appealing property of mediation using AMEs is that it has direct applications to

joint mediation (Preacher and Hayes, 2008; VanderWeele and Vansteelandt, 2013). Joint

mediation exists when multiple mediators explain a direct effect in conjunction. Because

the indirect effect is calculated from the difference in AMEs, no additional considerations

are necessary to assess joint mediation. A researcher simply includes multiple mediating

variables into the full model, instead of a single mediator, and calculates the difference in

AMEs. The indirect AME is the joint indirect effect. As will be discussed in detail shortly,

joint mediation is particularly informative when M is endogenous.

The assumptions of mediation analysis in ERGM are identical to traditional mediation

analyses (see Mackinnon, 2008). It is assumed that there are no omitted confounders corre-

lated with both M and X, that the functional (logistic) form of the models is appropriate,

and that all covariates have been accurately measured. It is also prudent to emphasize the

implicit assumption that both ERGMs converge (e.g., the estimates for both models are

obtained from the stationary MCMC distribution and the MC-MLE is identified).

2.3 Example 1: Revisiting Birds of a Feather or Friend of a Friend?

Social networks are typified by high levels of local clustering (Newman, 2010; Watts and

Strogatz, 1998). Two explanations are generally advanced for this high level of clustering.

The homophily hypothesis posits that social ties are more likely to form if actors incident

to the tie in question are similar on a variety of characteristics (McPherson et al., 2001).

This is typically elaborated as a preferential attachment mechanism, where actors prefer ties

with similar alters, though Schaefer et al. (2011) provide compelling evidence for alterna-

tive mechanisms that generate depression homophily in friendship networks. The second

hypothesis is structural balance (Granovetter, 1973). This hypothesis states that proximity

in social space–usually formulated as triad closure–facilitates tie formation. The homophily

is usually quite large in ERGM, it is reasonable to assume asymptotic normality for most applications. For

instance, even a small undirected network of 20 vertices has 20·(20−1)
2 = 190 dyads. In networks with 20 or

fewer vertices, bootstrap standard errors are a pragmatic alternative.
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and triad closure hypotheses are rarely construed as competing. For instance, Goodreau

et al. (2009) use ERGM to study triad closure and selective mixing in a pooled sample of 59

school networks, finding that including a triad closure coefficient tends to reduce the size of

homophily coefficients by 5 to 15% (p. 115). However, because of unobserved heterogeneity,

we cannot be certain that these differences in coefficient size are attributable to real social

processes.

We revisit this example using the Faux Mesa High network available via the statnet

package for R (see Handcock, Hunter, Butts, Goodreau, and Morris, 2008, for details). The

network is undirected, entailing the friendship ties between students of a simulated social

network based on one in-school network in the Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health.

The probability of tie formation is modeled as a function of students’ grade, race, and sex.

To assess whether triad structure mediates homophily, we also include grade, sex, and race

homophily as matched nodal characteristics. Triad closure is measured as geometrically

weighted edgewise shared partnerships (GWESP) with a fixed decay term of .5 (Hunter,

2007).

Model 1 specifies the model without the GWESP term (Table 1). The positive coefficient

for students’ grade indicates that older students and students in higher grades tend to have

more friends, reflecting greater exposure to the school network. The negative coefficients

for all racial categories in comparison to black students indicate that black students have

the highest probability of forging friendships. The negative coefficient for male students

indicates that male students tend to have fewer friends than female students. Turning to

homophily, there is a preference towards same sex, same race, and same grade friendships.

Model 2 includes the GWESP term. The positive coefficient indicates that students

have greater odds of becoming friends if they already share a mutual friend. There is also

notable change in several coefficients. The coefficient for same grade friendships declines

by 30%. Similarly, the coefficients for same sex and same race friendships also decrease by

14% and 12% respectively. However, multiple other coefficients also decline in size. It is
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Table 1: ERGM of friendships in Faux Mesa High.

Parameters Model 1 Model 2

Edges -5.45*** (.70) -6.41*** (.41)
Grade .09** (.03) .07*** (.01)
Race (black is referent)

Latino -1.58*** (.24) -.98*** (.17)
N. American -1.13*** (.24) -.74*** (.16)
White -.86*** (.26) -.53** (.16)
Other -3.20** (1.02) -1.98* (.90)

Male -.35*** (.09) -.10 (.06)
Grade homophily 3.00*** (.18) 2.14*** (.16)
Sex homophily .64*** (.15) .55*** (.14)
Race homophily .83*** (.16) .73*** (.13)
GWESP 1.31*** (.09)

AIC 1,846 1,667
BIC 1,926 1,755
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.

unclear whether the change in coefficient size can be attributed to mediation or unobserved

heterogeneity.

Table 2 presents results from mediation analyses. The indirect effects for race and gender

homophily are both small in size and insignificant. In contrast, 42.9% of the AME of grade

homophily can be attributed to triad structure (proportion mediated = .429). The partial

AME indicates that students are 1.6% more likely to forge friendships with students in the

same grade than students in different grades (AMEpartial
Grade−match = .016), while the indirect

AME predicts an additional indirect .012 increase in tie probability for same-grade students

due to triad formation (AMEindirect
Grade−match = .012). In total, students who share a grade are

2.8% more likely to be friends than students in different grades (AMEtotal
Grade−match = .028).

Results illustrate that triadic structure can explain roughly 43% of the effect of grade

similarity, but there is little evidence that it explains the effect of sex or race homophily

in the Faux Mesa High friendship network. However, as will be illustrated in the empirical

examples to follow, additional considerations are needed when examining homophily and

endogenous graph statistics involved in a mediation analysis. We will return to this example

as these methods are introduced.
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Table 2: Marginal mediation analyses examining indirect AME for GWESP. Delta standard
errors in parentheses.

Total AME Direct AME Indirect AME Percent mediated

Grade homophily .028*** (.002) .016*** (.002) .012*** (.002) 42.9
Sex homophily .006*** (.001) .004** (.002) .002 (.002) 26.6
Race homophily .008*** (.002) .006*** (.002) .002 (.002) 27.9
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.

2.4 Summary

Unobserved heterogeneity renders ERGM parameters uncomparable between models. This

section proposed a Sobel-type test for calculating the indirect effect and its standard error in

statistical network models. There are many appealing properties to the framework, including

straightforward applications to both discrete and continuous mediators, multiple mediation,

and interpretability. Special considerations are needed when the direct effect is an interaction

or the mediator is an endogenous structural parameter. The following sections develop these

points in more detail.

3 Moderation

Moderation refers to when the effect of a focal variable varies at different levels of a second

variable (Baron and Kenny, 1986). Moderation is assessed using interaction terms, which are

usually product terms between independent covariates, but can also include other functions

of independent variables, such as absolute differences. There are two problems related to

moderation in ERGM. First, lower-order measures are often not parameterized, meaning

that the significance of interaction terms and endogenous network effects may result from

omitted variables. Second, the interpretation for interactions is usually incorrect because

researchers do not account for unobserved heterogeneity across levels of a moderator, which

can bias coefficients and z-statistics.

To illustrate, I reviewed all articles published in the past 10 years in either American

Sociological Review or American Journal of Sociology that used ERGM or SAOM. Of the
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10 articles identified, all 10 specified at least one triadic effect and 9 specified a node match-

ing term. Yet, only 1 article correctly interpreted these terms as interactions and only 2

controlled for relevant lower order terms. None of the articles addressed unobserved het-

erogeneity. The following section discusses these issues in more detail and provides tests,

recommendations, and corrections for assessing moderation in ERGM.

3.1 Recognizing and controlling for lower order terms

When social scientists study a network, they are often only indirectly interested in the

properties of ties. Instead, research questions usually focus on the properties of the vertices

(see Snijders, 1996): Do people become friends with similar alters (McPherson et al., 2001)?

If people are embedded in local clusters, does it increase the probability that they will become

friends (Goodreau et al., 2009)? If my friend is the victim of a gunshot, does it increase

the likelihood that I will be shot as well (Papachristos, Wildeman, and Roberto, 2015)? For

many researchers, it is unintuitive to think of ties as observations and, by extension, that

interactions are properties of tie variables. The focus of this section is to draw attention to

common mistakes in ERG modeling and to outline corrections. The issues discussed in this

subsection will not be new to methodologists, but are worth highlighting for practitioners.

Recognizing Interactions: Consider racial homophily. If I am studying whether a person

is more likely to be friends with a same-race alter, the conceptual model does not appear

to imply moderation. If I were to model racial homophily from a survey, I would code the

variable as a binary (or potentially a count) variable indicating whether the respondent lists

a friend of the same race. In contrast, when I model a network at the dyadic level, my

observations are tie variables. I am no longer modeling whether a person has a same-race

friend; I am modeling whether nodes at either end of a tie (two friends) share an attribute

(are the same race). This reduces to a product term that takes on a value of 1 if both people

are the same race, and 0 otherwise (Lusher et al., 2013; Morris, Handcock, and Hunter,

2008).
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Table 3: Common ERGM Interaction Terms. x is a tie variable, a and b are nodal attributes.

Term Formula Lower Order Terms
Undirected

Node matching
∑

i<j xijaiaj Node (a)

Node mixing
∑

i<j xijaibj Node (a, b)

Triangle
∑

i,j xijxikxjk Two-star

Directed

Node matching
∑

i<j xijaiaj Sender (a), receiver (a)

Outgoing node mixing
∑

i<j xijaibj Sender (a), receiver (b)

Incoming node mixing
∑

i<j xijbiaj Sender (b), receiver (a)

Reciprocal node
matching

∑
i<j xijxjiaiaj

Sender (a), receiver (a),
reciprocity, node matching

Reciprocal node
mixing

∑
i<j xijxjiaibj

Sender (a, b), receiver (a, b),
reciprocity, incoming node
mixing, outgoing node mixing

Three-cycle
∑

i,j xijxjkxki Two-path

Transitive triplet
∑

i,j xijxikxkj
Two-path, in-two-star,
out-two-star

The main effect of the product term is the race of the actor on either end of the tie,

which is a single term in an undirected network and includes two terms for sender and

receiver effects in a directed network. If the main effects are not parameterized, it cannot

be determined that the effect of race homophily stems from matched nodal characteristics,

or whether members of a particular racial group have higher levels of outgoing or incoming

tie activity. This same issue arises across a number of commonly used dyad-level ERGM

terms, including node mixing, absolute differences between continuous nodal attributes, and

reciprocated node matching or mixing coefficients in directed networks.

Accounting for Nesting: A closely related but more peculiar issue arises from nesting in
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network structures. Many higher-order graph structures manifest from lower-order graph

statistics (Faust, 2007). The peculiarity of this issue is that graph structures can be charac-

terized as endogenous interactions–that is, product terms involving the dependent variable.

It is impossible for higher-order graph structures to change without changing the value of at

least one lower-order graph structure. Consequently, omitting lower-order structures yields

a similar problem as omitting a main effect when modeling an interaction.

Consider the simplest case of a triangle in an undirected network. The triangle exists if

three vertices are all connected to one another by three unique ties. The triangle term can

also be written as an interaction–a product term between the existence of a focal tie and a

two-star, where one actor is connected to two other actors. If the focal tie closes the two-

star, the triangle statistic takes a value of 1, and otherwise is 0. However, because closing

a triangle also creates two new two-stars, we cannot interpret the triangle coefficient as the

effect of triads if we do not also control for two-stars. These same issues arise in curved

ERGMs, when examining higher order graph structures, and directed networks, where the

interactions between nesting structures can grow quite complex (Block, 2015).

Recommendations: The correction to these issues is to change model specification to

accomodate relevant main effects and lower-order graph structures. It is not possible to

provide an exhaustive list of graph structures and their nesting terms here–over 100 unique

graph structures have been defined in the ergm package for R (Morris et al., 2008). However,

some provisional guidance can be offered. Table 3 presents a number of common dyadic

and triadic ERGM terms and their lower-order graph structures. In some circumstances,

the inclusion of lower-order terms can problematize model convergence due to collinearity-

type problems (see Duxbury, 2018). A number of tuning parameters can be set to the

MCMC algorithm to promote convergence, such as increasing MCMC sample size or using

machine learning methods to approximate the MLE in complex model spaces (Hinton and

Salakhutdinov, 2006; Krivitsky, 2017). The R syntax in the Supplementary Materials for

the following empirical application provides an example of how to improve convergence in
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Table 4: ERGM of friendships in Faux Mesa High including GWDSP.

Parameters Model 3 Model 4

Edges -8.03*** (.98) -6.92*** (.96)
Grade .13*** (.03) .10*** (.03)
Race (black is referent)

Latino -1.12** (.38) -.98** (.38)
N. American -.93* (.38) -.85* (.37)
White -.74 (.40) -.74 (.41)
Other -2.29* (1.04) -2.08* (1.01)

Male -.20 (.10) -.19 (.10)
Grade homophily 3.17*** (.23) 2.53*** (.22)
Sex homophily .62*** (.18) .54** (.17)
Race homophily .73*** (.20) .62*** (.18)
GWDSP .26*** (.07) .01 (.08)
GWESP 1.32*** (.11)

AIC -2,406 -2,526
BIC -2,318 -2,431
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.

the context of a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

3.2 Example 2: Revisiting Friend of a Friend

The mediation analysis in Example 1 only considered a triad term, but not a term for two-

stars. Thus, we encounter an identification problem: We cannot be sure whether GWESP

mediates the effect of node matching, or whether this is primarily driven by two-stars.

Moreover, since closing a triangle creates two two-stars, we must also account for the joint

indirect effect of two-stars and GWESP. We now return to Faux Mesa High to investigate

this mediating pathway in more detail.

Model 3 includes a geometrically weighted dyadwise shared partnership (GWDSP) term

with a fixed decay parameter of 1 without the GWESP term (Table 4). The positive effect

of GWDSP indicates that two-stars increase tie probability. To assess whether there are

independent effects of two-stars and triads, Model 4 includes the GWESP term, yielding the

full model accounting for nesting structure. GWDSP is no longer significant, while GWESP

is again positively related to tie probabilities.
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Figure 2: Mediating effects of GWDSP and GWESP, indirect effect point estimates and
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2 plots indirect effects from mediation analyses. There is a negative indirect effect

when testing whether GWDSP mediates the effect of grade homophily on tie probabilities,

but an insignificant indirect effect for both race and sex homophily. This indicates that grade

homophily is negatively related to the formation of two-stars. The results for the mediating

effect of GWESP on race, sex, and grade, homophily are consistent with Example 1, where

only the indirect AME for grade homophily is positive and significant.

Since the GWESP and GWDSP pathways yield indirect effects with opposite signs, it is

difficult to interpret the indirect effect for node matching. We can examine the pathway in

more detail by assessing the mediating effect of GWESP on GWDSP and by assessing joint

mediation. In fact, GWESP completely mediates the effect of GWDSP with a proportion

mediated of .97 (AMEindirect = .003, SE = .001, p < .001), indicating that the direct effect

of GWDSP is approximately zero.

Table 5 reports results from joint mediation tests, and the indirect effects are plotted

in Figure 2. Consistent with single mediator analysis, the indirect effects for both race

and sex homophily are insignificant. An interesting result is that the joint indirect effect
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Table 5: Marginal mediation analyses examining joint indirect AME for GWESP and
GWDSP. Delta standard errors in parentheses.

Total AME Direct AME Indirect AME Percent mediated

Grade homophily .016*** (.001) .019*** (.002) -.003*** (.000) 21.1
Sex homophily .004*** (.001) .004** (.001) .000 (.000) .6
Race homophily .005*** (.001) .005*** (.001) .001 (.000) 12.2
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.

for GWESP and GWDSP is negative, indicating that the overall indirect effect of grade

homophily is negative. This is because the negative effect of grade homophily on GWDSP

(AMEindirect
grade−match→GWDSP = −.019) is greater than the positive effect of grade homophily

on GWESP (AMEindirect
grade−match→GWESP = .016), which offsets the positive effect of grade

homophily on the formation of triad structure. This can be demonstrated by summing the

two single mediator indirect effects, which yields the joint indirect effect of students’ grade

(−.003 = −.019 + .016). Since triangles cannot exist without two-stars, this result reveals

that the total indirect effect of the GWESP pathway is in fact negative.

Results illustrate how omitting nesting structures can yield misleading results in ERGM.

In Model 3, GWDSP is positive and significant, despite this effect being primarily driven

by the higher-order GWESP term. Results also show how omitting nesting structure can

complicate results from mediation analyses. If we were to not account for GWESP, we

would be confronted with the unintuitive result that GWDSP and all homophily terms are

positively related to tie probabilities, even though the indirect effect of grade homophily on

GWDSP is negative. Researchers confronted with results such as these should recognize the

strong possibility of omitted variables in their model. Moreover, if we were to not account for

the effect of GWDSP, we would conclude that the mediating pathway is positive. However,

since triangles cannot exist without two-stars, joint mediation analyses reveal that the joint

indirect effect for the GWESP pathway is actually negative. Researchers should examine

the joint mediating effect of lower-order terms when conducting mediation analyses with

endogenous mediators.
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3.3 Unobserved heterogeneity across levels of a moderator

Unobserved heterogeneity across levels of a moderator is a known problem in nonlinear

probability models. It is often discussed in terms of comparing coefficients across groups

(Allison, 1999; Mood, 2010; Williams, 2009). Consider the simplest case of two groups with

latent variable models representing the probability of realizing some outcome:

Group 0: Y ∗0ij = X0α0 + τ 0ε0 Group 1: Y ∗1ij = X1α1 + τ 1ε1.

Since ε0 = ε1, each model is linked to their respective nonlinear probability model through

τ 0 and τ 1. The problem is that, in most cases, τ 0 6= τ 1. The differences in the observed coef-

ficients thus cannot be interpreted as reflecting real differences in α0 and α1. Consequently,

interaction coefficients can be biased and their z -statistics may be inaccurate (Allison, 1999;

Mood, 2010). Even in scenarios when unobserved heterogeneity is not an issue, interactions

have unclear meaning because coefficients for interaction terms in logistic-family models

are not log-odds ratios, but rather the ratio of log-odds ratios for the main effects (Ai and

Norton, 2003).

A number of strategies have been proposed to improve interpretation of interactions in

nonlinear probability models (Allison, 1999; Kuha and Mills, 2018; Mustillo et al., 2012;

Williams, 2009). Allison (1999) recommends estimating separate models for each level of

an interaction and using likelihood ratios from each model to test the equivalence of the

model parameters. The weakness of this approach is that it assumes that α0 = α1, which

is problematic in many settings. The test is also implausible in ERGM, since splitting

network data into distinct samples will damage the representation of network structure.

Williams (2009) recommends using a broader class of heterogenous choice models to deal

with unobserved heterogeneity. However, these models assume independent observations,

rendering them inappropriate for network analysis. Both Mood (2010) and Kuha and Mills

(2018) suggest that these difficulties are a fundamental property of latent response models,
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and that researchers should endeavour to use continuous measures and linear models when

possible. But graph theory assumes a meaningful difference between 0 and 1 to represent

tie variables, and even generalizations of ERGM for valued outcomes map the weighted edge

data to a binary ERGM reference distribution (Desmarais and Cranmer, 2012b; Krivitsky,

2012).

The approach taken here tests the significance of interactions using differences in marginal

effects. Moderation exists when the effect of X varies across levels of a second variable, g.

We define the AME for a level of an interaction as AMEg=k
θx

, where θx is the effect of interest

and g is the moderator with k unique values. If θx is moderated by g, AMEθx should be

significantly different across k.

Following from Long and Mustillo’s (2018) approach for evaluating interactions in non-

linear probability models, we test moderation by computing the second difference in AMEθx :

∆AMEg
θx

= AMEg=k1
θx
− AMEg=k2

θx
. (10)

The second difference is the difference in AMEθx between two levels of g. The null hypothesis

is H0 : ∆AMEg
θx

= 0. If the moderator is binary, k1 and k2 will always be 1 and 0. If we are

interested in comparisons between observed levels of an interaction, then we can specify k1

and k2 to be any observed values in the dataset. We can also set k1 and k2 to representative

values or summary statistics, such as the mean plus or minus one standard deviation. The

test statistic is a Wald test with Delta standard error:

σ(∆AMEg
θx

) =
√
V ar(AMEg=k1

θx
) + V ar(AMEg=k2

θx
)− 2Cov(AMEg=k1

θx
, AMEg=k2

θx
). (11)

Researchers may also want to report a single summary statistic for an interaction. A

natural way to assess an interaction when g is continuous is to calculate ∆AMEg
θx

for all k
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in increasing order. We define the average ∆AMEg
θx

by

¯∆AMEg
θx

=
1

Nk − 1

∑
k−1

AMEg=k
θx
− AMEg=k−1

θx
, (12)

where Nk is the number of unique values in g. We can interpret ¯∆AMEg
θx

as the average

change in AMEθx between levels of g. We can also calculate the average absolute second

difference if the interaction is curvilinear.

The significance of the interaction is tested with the average absolute Wald statistic for

all ∆AMEg
θx

. We use the absolute value instead of the raw mean to account for curvilinear

interactions, where the trendline of the interaction may be approximately zero, but ∆AMEg
θx

is significant for most levels of g. The null hypothesis is H0 : | ¯∆AMEg
θx
| = 0.10 A significant

result means that, on average, ∆AMEg
θx

is significantly different from zero.

Note that while the average absolute Wald statistic is a useful summary statistic, it should

not be regarded as a replacement for second differences. If the mean absolute Wald statistic

is insignificant, but at least one second difference is significant, we should not conclude that

there is no moderation. Instead, we should conclude that X is only moderated at certain

levels of g.

3.4 Example 3: Revisiting Birds of a Feather

Examples 1 and 2 interpreted the coefficients for race homophily, sex homophily, and grade

homophily directly. However, we cannot be sure whether the preference for similar-peer

friendships is real or a consequence of unobserved heterogeneity. We now turn to friendship

formation in Faux Dixon High to test moderating effects for grade and sex homophily. Faux

Dixon High is a directed network of 248 friendship nominations among students in a high

school. The network is simulated from one large high school in the National Longitudinal

Study of Adolescent Health.

10Note that the average of a series of Wald tests follow an asymptotic standard normal distribution
(Dumitrescu and Hurlin, 2012).
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Table 6: ERGM of friendships in Faux Dixon High.

Parameters Model 5

Edges -3.55*** (.21)
Grade

Sender -.08* (.04)
Receiver .07 (.04)
Absolute difference -.99*** (.04)

Sex (male is referent)
Sender .11 (.07)
Receiver .07 (.07)
Same sex .24*** (.05)

Race (black is referent)
Sender
Latino -.04 (.17)
White .17* (.07)
Other .05 (.16)

Receiver
Latino .29 (.15)
White .26*** (.07)
Other .25 (.16)

Mutual 3.07*** (.10)

AIC 9,608
BIC 9,735
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.

Friendships in the network are modeled as a function of students’ grade, sex, race, and

the tendency for tie reciprocation. We include separate sender and receiver effects for grade,

sex, and race because the network is directed. To assess grade and sex homophily, we include

two interaction terms in the ERGM. Sex homophily term is equal to 1 if two students are

the same sex and zero otherwise. Grade homophily is the absolute difference between two

students’ grades.

Table 6 presents results. Compared to black students, whites tend to nominate more

friends and receive more frienship nominations. Latinos also tend to receive more friendship

nominations than blacks. The parameter for mutual ties indicates that friendship ties are

more likely to exist if they are reciprocal. The absolute difference in grade and same sex

parameters are also significant. But, these parameters may be biased due to unobserved

heterogeneity.
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Figure 3: Average marginal effects for students’ sex, moderated by alters’ sex. Red points
are AMEs, bands are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3 plots the AME by students’ sex treating same sex friendships as a moderator.

The AME for the female sender effect is insignificant when the receiving student is male,

indicating that female students are no more likely to send friendship ties to male students

than male students are to send friendship ties to anyone. In contrast, the AME for the

female sender effect is significant when the receiving student is female, indicating that female

students are .5% more likely to nominate other female students as friends than male students

are to nominate any other student as a friend (AMEg=female
female = .005). Since the main effect

for female senders is insignificant in Model 5, we can be confident that this latter result is

driven almost entirely be a preference for same-sex friendships. To provide a formal test, we

calculate the second difference. The second difference is .004 (SE = .001, p <.001), indicating

that female-female friendships are .4% more likely than female-male student friendships. This

indicates a significant interaction for sex homophily.

Our second question is whether students tend to form friendships with students in sim-

ilar grades. We assess this with the absolute difference between the senders’ grade and the
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Figure 4: Average marginal effects for students’ grade, moderated by alters’. Change scores
are second differences.
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receivers’ grade. To facilitate interpretation, we hold the senders’ grade at its mean (9.39)

when calculating the AME.11 Figure 4 shows an upsidedown U shaped relationship, indi-

cating that the AME is largest when the alter is in ninth grade, which is consistent with

the homophily hypothesis. The second difference between grades 8 and 9 is .017 (p <.001),

indicating that the AME for grade increases by .017 when the alter is in ninth grade instead

of eighth grade.

In this setting, every second difference is statistically significant, which indicates a sig-

nificant interaction. In other more ambiguous cases, we can also compute the mean second

difference and mean absolute test statistic. The mean second difference is .001, which is

11The marginal effect for the interaction when we allow grade to vary is p̂ij(1 − p̂ij)(θego +

θ|difference|(
Xego−galter=k
|Xego−galter=k| )), which is the increase in tie probability when ego grade increases for an al-

ter with a fixed grade. This interpretation is unintuitive because it does not tell us whether students prefer
friendships when they are in similar grades. Holding ego grade at a constant value simplifies interpretation.
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consistent with the curvilinear trend in Figure 3. The mean absolute test statistic is 23.15

(p <.001), which indicates that, on average, second differences are significantly different from

zero. This reveals that the interaction is statistically significant.

An additional insight that can be gleaned from Figure 3 is the underlying mechanism

contributing to sex and grade homophily. Researchers often interpret homophily as resulting

from preferential attachment, though other possible mechanisms are possible (Schaefer et al.,

2011; Snijders and Lomi, 2019). All of the AMEs in Figure 3 are negative, indicating that

grade homophily never has a positive effect on tie probabilities. Instead, when two students

are in a similar grade, the AME has the smallest negative effect on tie probabilities, indicating

that students are least averse to forming friendships with other students when they are in

similar grades. This is in contrast to sex homophily, where same-sex dyads increase the

probability of friendship ties. These results suggest that grade homophily has less to do with

a preference for peers in similar grades, and more to do with exposure, where students in

dissimilar grades interact infrequently. In contrast, the positive AME for same sex friendships

implies that same-sex friendship homophily is indeed a result of preferential attachment.

3.5 Summary

Unobserved heterogeneity problematizes comparisons between groups involved in ERGM

interactions. Since many commonly used dyad covariates are interactions, this problem is

especially salient in statistical network analyses. Methods based on marginal effects that

correct for unobserved heterogeneity were proposed to assess moderation in statistical net-

work models. Empirical applications demonstrated how the AME framework can be used to

shed light on underlying mechanisms that contribute to homophilous friendship formation.
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4 Moderated Mediation and Mediated Moderation

Since unobserved heterogeneity can affect both moderation and mediation analyses, the case

where a moderator is involved in a causal pathway requires special attention. There are

two potential scenarios where moderators are involved in mediation: moderated mediation,

when the mediator is part of an interaction, and mediated moderation, when a direct effect

of interest is part of an interaction (Muller, Judd, and Yzerbyt, 2005).

4.1 Moderated Mediation

Moderated mediation occurs when the mediating effect of M is moderated by a third vari-

able (Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes, 2007). In some circumstances, a researcher will be

interested in an interaction as a mediator; in others, researchers will simply be interested in

the indirect effect of M but wish to account for the potential that it is moderated by a third

variable. Moderated mediation presents important difficulties when assessing mediation with

the product of coefficients approach (see Mackinnon, 2008; Preacher et al., 2007). However,

the problem is greatly simplified when using differences in AMEs.

The simplest case is when we are interested in whether an interaction coefficient mediates

a direct effect. This reduces to a single-mediator model (Mackinnon, 2008), where we include

the interaction coefficient and calculate the indirect effect as we would with any other single

mediator analysis. In other circumstances, we are interested in assessing the total mediating

effect of a variable and its interaction. In this case, we define M as a sequence of model

terms including the interaction and its relevant main effects, M = M1,M2, ...Mb. Regarded

this way, the issue simplifies to joint mediation, where we include M into the full model and

calculate the indirect effect.
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4.2 Mediated Moderation

A problem arises when X is part of an interaction (Muller et al., 2005). If X is part of

an interaction, we cannot compute the indirect AME for X as we would normally because

AMEθx and AMEθpx are moderated by g. We also cannot compare the coefficients for X

between models because these parameters may be biased by unobserved heterogeneity. There

are three scenarios where we are interested in mediation when X is part of an interaction:

(1) when we want to assess whether M mediates a main effect, net of the interaction, (2)

when we want to assess whether M mediates the interaction, net of the main effect, and (3)

when we want to assess whether M mediates the composite effect of the interaction and the

main effect.

The first scenario is fairly simple to handle. If we are interested in whether M mediates

the main effect of an interaction, we compute the indirect AME for main effect of X, which

is equivalent to fixing the interaction to zero. This gives us the change in AME if g were to

play no role.

The second scenario is more complicated because we need to isolate the effect of the

moderator, net of the main effect. Defining the moderated effect as ∆AMEg
θx

, we can

assess mediation by computing the difference-in-second difference, or the third difference

∆3AMEg
θx

. When X and g are binary, there is only one second difference for the interaction.

Thus, we can compute ∆3AMEg
θx

as:

∆3AMEg
θx

= ∆AMEg
θx
−∆AMEg

θpx
, (13)

with standard error:

σ(∆3AMEg
θx

) =
√
V ar(∆AMEg

θx
) + V ar(∆AMEg

θpx
)− 2Cov(∆AMEg

θx
,∆AMEg

θpx
), (14)

and covariance: Corr(∆MEg,ij
θx
,∆MEg,ij

θpx
)σ(∆AMEg

θx
)σ(∆AMEg

θpx
), which yields a Sobel-
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type test for the third difference. We can interpret ∆3AMEg
θx

as the difference in change in

tie probability when g moves from 0 to 1. This interpretation is intuitive and substantively

meaningful, but will often be cumbersome to communicate verbally. Typically graphical

representations will be appealing (examples provided below). The total second difference is

∆AMEg
θx

= ∆AMEg
θpx

+ ∆3AMEg and the proportion mediated is 1−
∆AMEg

θ
p
x

∆AMEgθx
.

We can extend the mediation analysis to continuous moderators by computing ∆3AMEg
θx

for all pairs of second differences. As in moderation analyses, we can specify g to be fixed

at observed values, representative values, or measures of central tendency when calculating

∆3AMEg
θx

. We can also compute the mean third difference or mean absolute third difference

to consider whether, on average, there is a statistically significant indirect effect across levels

of g. The test statistic is the mean absolute Wald statistic for the third differences.

We can take a similar approach to assess mediation for the composite effect of an inter-

action (the third scenario). The composite effect of an interaction is the AMEg
θx

at each

level of g. Thus, to assess whether M mediates the composite effect of an interaction, we

compute the indirect AME for all levels of g using Eq. (8). We can also average the indirect

AME to yield the average mediated effect at all levels of the moderator. This approach is

equivalent to the second scenario, except we conduct a Sobel-type test for the estimates of

AMEg
θx

instead of ∆AMEg
θx

.

4.3 Example 4: Concluding Birds of a Feather or Friend of a

Friend

Examples 1 and 2 treated node-matching as a main effect, instead of an interaction, in me-

diation analyses. We now revisit the mediation pathway for the indirect effects of grade and

sex homophily in Faux Dixon High using a mediated moderation analysis that correctly casts

homophily parameters as interactions. Table 7 presents results from an ERGM including the

mediating variables GWDSP and GWESP to Model 5. The GWESP coefficient is significant

and positive, while GWDSP is insignificant.
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Table 7: ERGM of friendships in Faux Dixon High.

Parameters Model 6

Edges -4.82*** (.40)
Grade

Sender -.02 (.05)
Receiver .05 (.05)
Absolute difference -.65*** (.05)

Sex (male is referent)
Sender .06 (.10)
Receiver .07 (.10)
Same sex .08 (.10)

Race (black is referent)
Sender
Latino -.19 (.26)
White .33** (.12)
Other .09 (.26)

Receiver
Latino -.21 (.28)
White .12 (.10)
Other .21 (.25)

Mutual 1.86*** (.15)
GWDSP -.02 (.01)
GWESP 1.49*** (.08)

AIC -3,677
BIC -3,532
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.
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Figure 5: Composite indirect effect of sex. Change statistics are indirect AMEs.
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Figure 6: Mediated effect of sex homophily. Change statistics are third differences.
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Our first question is whether GWESP mediates the composite effect of sex. Since

GWDSP is nested in GWESP, we interpret the mediating effect of GWESP with respect to

the joint pathway including both GWDSP and GWESP in a joint mediation analysis. The

indirect effect for male alters is insignificant (AMEindirect,g=Male
Female = .000, p = .86), suggesting

that GWESP does not mediate the main effect of sex (Figure 5). The indirect effect of sex

for female alters is .003, but the effect is insignificant (AMEindirect,g=Female
Female = .003, p = .09),

suggesting that GWESP does not mediate the composite effect of sex.

The second question is whether GWESP mediates only the effect of same sex friendships,

net of the main effect for students’ sex. We assess this by computing the third difference

(Figure 6). The third difference is significant, indicating that GWESP mediates the effect

of sex homophily (∆3AMEFemale = .003, p = .01). Indeed, in Model 6, the partial second

difference for sex homophily is insignificant (∆AMEpartial
Female = .001, p = .36.), reflecting

complete mediation. In total, being the same sex increases the probability of tie formation

by .4% (∆AMEtotal
Female = .004), and roughly 75% of this increase can be attributed to triad

formation (proportion mediated = .73). These results illustrate that while GWESP does not

mediate the total effect of sex, it does mediate the effect of same sex friendships.

We conduct a similar analysis assessing students’ grade. We again hold the senders’

grade at its mean (9.39) when computing marginal effects for absolute differences. Figure 7

presents the composite mediated effect for students’ grade. Complete results are presented

in Table 8. The black nodes are the AMEs for the restricted model (Model 5), and the grey

triangles are the AMEs for the full model (Model 6). The shaded grey area is the indirect

effect. The indirect effect is significant at each unique value of grade. The mean proportion

mediated is .43, indicating that, on average, GWESP mediates 43% of the effect of grade

on tie probabilities. Indeed, the mean absolute Wald statistic is 7.13 (p < .001), which

indicates that the indirect effect is, on average, significant across levels of the interaction.

The absolute size of the indirect AME is greatest when alters’ grade is most dissimilar from

senders’ grade (e.g., alter in grade 7 or 12), reflecting that triad structure explains the largest
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Table 8: Mediating effect of GWESP and GWDSP on students’ grade.

Grade Indirect AME

Sender grade (main effect) .000 (.001)
Grade similarity (moderated effect)

7 to 8 .003*** (.000)
8 to 9 .008*** (.001)
9 to 10 -.001*** (.000)
10 to 11 -.004*** (.001)
11 to 12 .000 (.000)
Mean .001
Mean |Wald| 7.528***

Composite effect of grade
7 -.014*** (.001)
8 -.011*** (.001)
9 -.003*** (.001)
10 -.004*** (.001)
11 -.008*** (.001)
12 -.008*** (.001)
Mean -.008
Mean |Wald| 7.133***

∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05.

Figure 7: Composite indirect effect of grade. Black nodes are the partial model, grey
triangles are the full model. Shaded area is the mediated effect.
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Figure 8: Indirect effect of grade homophily. Black nodes are the partial model, grey
triangles are the full model. Shaded area is the mediated effect
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share of the composite effect of grade when students’ grades are very different.

Next, we examine the third differences to assess whether GWESP mediates the effect

of grade homophily. Figure 8 shows that the indirect effect is significant for most second

differences, except for when alters’ grade changes from 11 to 12. The indirect effect also

changes sign, from positive to negative, indicating that GWESP explains a declining portion

of the effect of grade homophily as alters advance in grade. These results reveal nonlinearity

in the indirect mediated effect depending on the value of the moderator. The mean absolute

Wald statistic is 7.53, indicating that the indirect effect of grade homophily is, on average,

statistically significant (p < .001).

Collectively, results in Examples 1 through 4 shed light on how homophilous friendships

and triadic structure constitute a pathway in school friendship networks. While GWESP

does not mediate the main effect of either grade or sex, it does mediate a substantial portion

of the effect of sex and grade homophily on friendship formation. These results replicate

the substantive findings in Goodreau et al. (2009), though they also reveal how results
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may be complicated or confounded when the mediating pathway is improperly specified or

moderation analyses do not correct for variation between groups.

4.4 Summary

Because unobserved heterogeneity problematizes both mediation and moderation analyses,

special attention is required to assess mediation when moderators are direct effects or medi-

atiors. The difference in AME framework for moderation and mediation analyses integrates

the two approaches in a straightforward fashion. These methods are especially important

for interpreting mediating pathways involving homophily and heterophily.

5 Discussion

This study developed methods for mediation and moderation in statistical network models.

All methods are based on post-estimation and can therefore be extended to any parametric

network model with valid predictions, including SAOM (Snijders, 2001), relational event

models (Butts, 2008), generalizations of ERGM (Desmarais and Cranmer, 2012b; Krivitsky,

2012), and temporal ERGM (Hanneke et al., 2010). These methods are implemented in the

companion software package ergMargins for R, freely available through the Comprehensive

R Archive Network (CRAN).

Some network scholars have raised concern that greater attention needs to be given to

interpreting tie probabilities (Desmarais and Cranmer, 2012a; Leifeld and Cranmer, 2019).

Beyond mediation and moderation, marginal effects provide an appealing framework for

interpreting coefficients in statistical network models (also see Mize, 2019). To do so, a

researcher simply computes the AME for a coefficient. The resulting AME has a z-statistic

equivalent to the parameter z-statistic, but can be interpreted on the scale of tie probabilties

(e.g., a one unit increase in X is associated with an AMEθx increase in the probability of a

tie forming).
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Marginal effects can also be used to improve the interpretation of structural effects. Since

change in higher-order structures necessitates change in at least one lower-order structure,

parameters for higher-order structural effects should, in principle, be interpreted with respect

to lower-order effects. However, since tie probabilities are a multiplicative function of ERGM

terms, this interpretation has been difficult and unintuitive within the framework of log-odds

ratios. AMEs provide an additive framework to facilitate the interpretation of endogenous

model parameters. For instance, because a triangle closes two two-stars, we can interpret the

effect of closing a single triangle as an AMEtriangle+2AMEtwo−star increase in tie probability.

The mediation tests developed here can be construed as Sobel-type tests. Sobel tests

have been historically critiqued for providing conservative standard errors in small sample

spaces (Bollen and Stine, 1990; Mackinnon, 2008; Mackinnon et al., 2004). This is a relatively

small concern for network anlaysis, since the dyad sample space grows exponentially with

network size, and even small networks contain a large number of dyads. Even so, bootstrap

standard errors can be easily obtained for the indirect effect in research examining very small

networks. They are also an option if long runtimes are unconcerning or computing clusters

are readily available. That said, bootstrap standard errors will typically be intractable for

very large networks regardless of computing power and computation times will be restrictive

in even moderately sized networks and high dimensional models.

One potential direction for future research is to develop computationally efficient methods

for obtaining the standard error for the indirect effect. Though less intensive than other

common variance estimators, like bootstrapping, a weakness of the Delta method is that

it can be computationally demanding in high dimensional models or very large networks.

Provisional experience indicates that Delta standard errors will rarely–if ever–take longer

to compute than fitting an ERGM. However, as ERGMs are increasingly applied to large

networks with hundreds of thousands of vertices (An, 2016; Goodreau, 2007), scalability

becomes a larger concern. Potential resolutions include parallel estimation of Delta standard

errors or asymptotic approximations using large subsamples of model predictions in very large
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networks.

Future research should also seek to develop causal mediation methods for statistical

network models (Imai et al., 2010; Pearl, 2012; VanderWeele, 2011). Most causal mediation

methods rely on knowledge of ψ, which problematizes their extension to statistical network

models. Nevertheless, causal inference is of concern to network researchers (An, 2015),

especially when funds are unavailable to experimentally manipulate network composition.

Developing methods for causal mediation analyses will help improve understanding of causal

pathways in research on network dynamics.
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